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NOTATION

Procurement price of wheat (Rs. 37/maund) ~-
Retail price of ration shop wheat (Rs. 36/maund)

Underemployment in Pakistan
Issue price of wheat - price at which the government sells to the mill
(Rs. 32/maund)

WARREN C. ROBINSON AND NASREEN ABBASI*

Averageretail price of open market wheat (Rs. 57/maund) The paper measures the degree of underemployment in Pakistan through
direct and indirect approaches. In the direct approach, persons working for less
than 35 hours per week are classified as underemployed. The indirect ap-
proach uses estimates of productivity per worker to determine underemploy-
ment in different sectors. The study concludes that underemployment in
Pakistan is small and is largely concentrated in family-organized production
units in agriculture, trade and services.

Price of imported wheat (Rs. 56/maund)

Total marketable supply of wheat (2.825 million tons)
.....

Quantity of wheat sold via ration shops - sum of~overnment procured
and imported wheat (3.35 million tons)

INTRODUCTION

In Pakistan, as elsewhere in the developing world, there is a growing concern

ov~rthe employment situation. Population growth has been occurring at a sustained
rate of around three percent for the last IS. to 20 years and government efforts to
promote family planning have been notably unsuccessful. Thus, the annual in-
crements to the labour force amount to at least 4,000,000 persons and this figure
will grow steadily in the future. These harsh facts are the basis for concern [1;6J.

For many developingeconomies, the saturation point of the traditional family-
enterprise sectors comes quite late and at very high densities. Only then does large-
scale open unemployment develop [15J. Since, in Pakistan, labour force surveys
still return relatively low rates of open unemployment, we fall back on assuming
that "disguised" unemployment must be there. Yet we have no objective measures
of the degree of underemployment in Pakistan; nor do we P!ecisely know its
concentrations in various .sectors, or its trends over time. The present paper is
a step in the direction of getting some such empirical estimates.

,,~
Quantity of whe~t."procured by the government domestically
(1.1 milliontons) :,1.

,

Quantity of wheat sOld,inthe open market (Qp - Qg). " .
Quantity of imported wheat (2.25 million tons)

Elasticity of marketable surplus

Demand elasticity of ration shop wheat

Demand elasticity of open market wheat

Cross elasticity of open market wheat with respect to ration shop wheat.
Defming Underemployment

In recent years, there has been an increasing emphasis on the "underemployed",

or the inadequately utilized section of the labour force, in the developing countries.

The problem of underemployment is characterized in the developing countries

by shorter-than-normal work-weeks, very low wages and jobs which are a mismatch
*Warren C. Robinson is Professor of Economics and Director of Population Issues

ResearchCenter, PenrtsylvaniaState University,and NasreenAbbasi is Staff Demographerat the
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad, Pakistan. The authors are thankful
to MoharnmadAfzal from whose thorough discussionsand comments they have profited.

(Please note that all Llsare assumed to be positive by convention.)
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DATA BASE AND APPROACH FOR mIS STUDY

This study draws upon the series of Labour Force Surveys undertaken in
Pakistan by the Central Statistical Office (CSO) in the last ten years [12]. TWQ
separate approaches are followed.

Firstly, we define the underemployed as persons working for less than 35
hours in the survey week and then compute the percentage of the total labour force
working for less than 35 hours, by sectors, for each year from 1968.69 onwards to
the present.

Secondly, the same data base permits us to construct estimates of productivity
per worker for the same time period. The trends in these productivities by sector
then permit some indirect inferences about what must have been happening to the
averagehours worked per worker.

. Thus,we can checkthe estimatesfromboth the directandindirectapproaches
for consistency.

those working for less than 43 hours per week are underemployed. This would be

even more misleading as the distribution of the people within the category 35-42

hours is not known and it is very likely that a large proportion is clustered at the

higher extremity. The annual Labour Force Surveys, 1968-69 to 1974-75 [12],
provide estimates of the employment status of the population covered and sampled

by the surveys. But, these Surveys warn against using these sample-based results to

generate estimates of total labour force or employment because of uncertainty

regarding the sample/base population ratio as well as problems of representativeness.
For our present purposes we are using estimates of the total population of Pakistan

in the survey years extrapolated from the 1961 census data, for the total and for the
rural and urban areas separately? The 1961 census percent distribution by age was

assumed to apply to the later years as well and estimates of the population aged 10

years and over were thus obtained. The fraction of the Labour Force Survey's

population reporting themselves in the labour force was then applied to this series

of potential labour force entrants aged 10 years and over to obtain total, rural and
urban labour force in each sutvey year .

Table 1 shows that rural-urban3 differentials are quite appreciable. The

proportion of the underemployed is typically higher in the rural areas. This is at.

tributable to the rural social structure, where people generally work within the

family enterprise, which has a great absorptive capacity, and a person with no other
work is 'fitted in' to some work. Also with low opportunities for education, entry

into the labour market is at very young ages and large proportions of young boys and
girls working for shorter durations are classified as unpaid family helpers, thereby
leading to higher underemployment estimates. The percentage of unpaid family

helpers in the rural areas is, on an average, 3.2 times that in the urban areas

(Table 2). Table 2 also reflects the nature of jobs in both the rural and urban sectors.
The high average percentage (33 percent) of unpaid family helpers in rural areas again

reflects the importance of the family enterprise, while in urban areas the relatively

low percentage (10.5) reflects the jobs which are less flexible in terms of hours and

are more market -oriented. Even here unpaid family helpers generally operate in

family enterprises in the spheres of business and trade.

2The annual rates of population growth were obtained by interpolating between the 1961
and 1972 censuses.

3The distinction between an urban and a rural area is basedon the definition of what is an
urban area. Accordingto the 1972 Census of Pakistan an urban area "normally includesplaces
havinga MunicipalCorporation or a Town Committee. In generalurban area is a concentration
of population of at least 5,000 persons in continuous collectionof houseswhere the com~unity
senseis well developedand the community maintainspublic utiIitiessuch as roads, street lighting,
water supply, sanitary arrangements etc. These places are generally centres of trades>and
commerce with a population substantially non-agricultural or having non-agricultural labour
concentration and a high literacy rate. As a special case a few areas which have 5,OQOpopJllation
may also be treated as urban area" [16J. The 1961 Census too has used almost the same
definition for an urban area.

to the workers' skills [7]. However, it is very difficult to measure underemploy-
ment, which has been defined as "the difference between the amount of work
performed by persons in employment and the amount of work they would normally
be able and willing to perform" [8]. Obviously it falls between "full" employment
and complete lack of employment or "over T" unemployment.

This defmition suggests tl~at the "underemployed" constitute a separate
class which aspires to be fully utilized. Whether the underemployed do constitute
such a class cannot really be known unless they are asked why they work for lesser
than some "standard" hours. In particular, the assumption that all "underemployed"
workers want more work ignores the impact of the current market wage rate on
labour supply, the work-leisure trade-off and other compet.ing productive uses of
time. .

Even the notion of some standard work-week as "full employment" for a
worker is arbitrary and very difficult to arrive at. A person in the U.S. is considered
fully utilized if he works for 35 hours per week but in Taiwan one has to work for
42 hours to be similarly considered [7; 9; 17] .

The Direct Approach
For the estimation of underemployment, an arbitrary criterion is established,

under which those persons who work for less than 35 hours per week are classified
as underemployed.l This criterion may not be realistic as the duration of normal
work-week is relatively longer in many countries. However, as the data are grouped,
the next "hours worked" category (35-42 hours per week) would mean that all

1According to the labour laws, e.g. Factories Act, 48 hours per week is set as the limit
beyond which no adult worker i~ allowed or required to work; likewise Mines Act has 48 hours
and Newspapers Act 42 hours as the weekly hours of work. For details, see[14 J.
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Table 1

Underemployed (E 1) as Percentage of the Employed
for All, Rural and Urban Areas of Pakistan:

1968-69 to 1974-75

Table 2

Unpaid Family Helpers as Percentage of the Employed

for All, Rural and Urban Areas of Pakistan:
1968-69 to 1974-75

Source: [12].

Table 1 also shows that in 1968-69, the proportion of the underemployed in
the urban areas was amazingly high (26.09), almost eight times that of other years.

The only possible reason for this is that during this period there was. a general unrest
and political strife in the country. This high percentage might be a consequence of
strikes and other disruptions of economic activity. Even in rural areas the percentage
of the underemployed is higher in this year than in other years, but the impact
of this political upheaval is more clearly discernible in the urban areas.

In the analysis of Table 1, all those people who worked for less than the
normal duration (35 hours) are taken to be underemployed (El)' In this, the second

part of the defmition of the underemployed, "seeking or would accept additional
work" is deliberately ignored to follow very strictly our specified norm classifying
all those working for less than 35 hours as underemployed. But, in measuring
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underemployment, weight must be given to the individual's own discretion - whether

he thinks he is working for fewer hours voluntarily, and his willingnessto accept
more work. In the Labour Force Surveys, questions were asked from those employed
persons who had worked for less than 35 hours during the survey week about their
reasons for working for shorter, hours. People saying "no need to work more" are
excluded and those saying "not enough work" and "other" are b~acketed as under-
employed. No breakdown of the category of "other" causes is available, but the
people in this category did not say that they didn't want any more work, and in the
absence of other reasonswe cannot ignore them.

Table 3 gives the numerical and percentage distributions of persons who
worked for less than 35 hours per week by causes. It is seen that in the urban areas,
on an average, 43.3 percent of the underemployed gave "lack of work" as the main
cause of working for short work durations whereas in the rural areas the correspond-
ing average is 32.8 percent, Le. 10.5 percentage points less than that in the urban
areas. The proportion of rural workers working for less than 35 hours is quite large
but it is interesting to note that almost half of them (45.7%) say that they don't
want to work more. This high concentration presumably is because of the pre-
dominance of unpaid family helpers who do not want to work more than what they
are already doing. Had data been given by age and sex, the contribution of female
unpaid family helpers working for less than 35 hours and declining to work more
would have been clear; also we would have been able to note the commonly held
opinion that underemployment is more prevalent in the younger age groups. How-
ever, the average proportion of those in the urban areas saying "no need to work
more" is quite low (28.1%). Open unemployment and underemployment are thus
more characteristic of urban than of the rural scene. The higher percentage of those
not finding "enough work" might be because .of the rural migrants who come to
the urban areas with economic objectives and want to work more. On the average,
21 percent in the rural areas and 30 percent in the urban areas gave "other" reasons
for working for less than 35 hours per week.

It would have yielded a very interesting self-assessment, in terms of the quan-
titative insufficiency or the extent of real under-utilization, had those people saying
not "enough work" been asked how much additional time they would have been
willing to work were work available at that wage rate. Willingnessto work more is
a function of many things, like the wages offered, the nature and location of job,
I~rnilycircumstances, and previous income. Surveysin other countries find that the
relationship between the time worked and the extra time wanted does not fall
sharply at any particular hour of work. Another interesting feature is that people
who want more work are those who are already working for longer-than-average
duration [18]. Our data do not give any information on this point but we might
expect our results to be similar.

'"

Year All Areas Rural Areas Urban Areas

1968-69 13.13 9.48 26.09

1969.70 7.57 8.79 3.40

1970.71 6.55 7.43 3.42

1971-72 7.68 8.75 3.64

1974.75 4.27 4.99 2.21

Source: (12].

Year All Areas Rural Areas Urban Areas

1968-69 26.51 31.53 8.66

1969-70 28.16 33.27 10.81

1970-71 29.32 34.29 11.61

1971-72 30.21 35.02 11.86

1974-75 27.75 34.10 9.88
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Table 4 gives the averageweekly hours per person for each year for all areas
as well as rural and urban areas along with the average weekly hours "expected"

if all the El worked for at least 35 hours per week. The table shows that the average
weekly hours worked per person by those who work for more than 35 hours per

week (E2) is almost double that of El for all areas as well as rural and urban areas.
It is also seen that the actual averagehours worked by the total employed is nearer

to the average of E2' and there is not much of a difference between the actual and
the "expected" hours of the total employed. This is because E2 are more numerous
and work for longer hours, thereby keeping the national averagefairly high at about
48 hours per week. ,

Hours of work are greatly dependent on technological advancement and are
different in different societies. Elsewhere,hours of work are seen falling in response'

. to an increase in productivity as a result of modern technology. It has been observed
in the case of industrialized nations m the past century that the hours of work have
fallen from 60 or more to 40 and sometimes less [11 J .

From Table 4 it is seen that except in the years 1968.69 and 1970-71 (these

were not politically quiet years), the El in the urban areas have been working for
less duration per week. This suggests that the hours worked by El in the rural areas
are slightly long. This is contrary to our expectation that averagehours worked per
week per person by the underemployed in the rural areas would be less than those of
the underemployed in the urban areas. However, the evidence here is very thin to
help derive any defmite conclusions. Data biases might be an important factor
contributing to our finding, as we know that Labour Force Surveys are sample
enquiries dealing with a relatively small sample (the largest sample was in 1974.75
when 30,306 households were surveyed, which is more than double the sample size
of the surveys of 1968-69 to 1971-72, the averagesize of which comes to almost
14,000 households). Coverage might also be affecting the results. Besides this, in
rural areas the concept of time measurement in terms of strict work hours is not very
well developed which most probably results in overstatements of the time spent at
work. The only thing that can be said is that the greater magnitude of underemploy-
ment in rural areas does not necessarily imply that the duration of work should still
be smaller than the existing average which already is quite small, Le. 24.9 hours per
week or 4.15 hours per day. Though the rural/urban differential observed is very
slight but the significance of lesser hours worked in rural area is certainly great
because of greater prevalence of underemployed people in the rural areas. Observa-
tions in other countries (India, Ceylon, Philippines, Korea, etc.) providing indication
of the difference in hours worked between the rural and urban areas show the greater
importance of low working hours in the rural sector as a greater percentage of the
employed persons is working below the 'x' hours, and also the differences are
considerablybigger for women than for men [18J.
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The effect of seasonality on hours of work would certainly affect underem-

ployment in the rural areas. Hours worked show significant variation during the
slack and peak seasons in the agrarian societies. The seasonalvariation in the number
of hours worked in 1966.67 shows that labour demand in terms of hours of work is

highest in the July-September quarter and relatively limited in the October-Decem-
ber quarter [10]. However, in the present data, the seasonality effect to a great
extent is cancelled out as Labour Force Surveys sum up the results of quarterly
estimates. It would have been interesting to see the extent of the effect of season-

ality on hours worked had data for individual quarters been available.
. Table 4 also shows that in rural areas the average work week of the fully

utilized labour, or E2 ' is slightly greater than the work week in the urban areas
for all the years.

Summary of Direct Approach
The direct approach shows the proportion of underemployed to be signifi-

cantly higher in the rural areas, suggestingthat it is based on the social and economic
structure of the rural areas where many people are absorbed in the family enterprise
even at low levels of real productivity. This conclusion is supported by the high
proportion of unpaid family helpers in rural areas which is 3.2 times that in the
urban areas. Also 45.7 percent of those working for less than 3S hours in the rural
areas decline to work more, which again indicates the presence of unpaid family

helpers who do not want to work more than what they are already doing.
Of those working for less than 35 hours in the survey week on average,43.3

percent in the urban areas gavelack of work as the main cause of working for shorter
durations; this percentage is 10.5 percentage points more than that reported in the
rural areas.

It has also been shown that the hours worked by the fully employed, (E2)' are
about twice the hours of the underemployed for the total as well as the rural and
urban areas. The average work duration per week per person of (E2) is slightly
higher in the rural areas for all the years. However, as far as El are concerned, their
work week over the years does not show any defmite trend. Except for the years
1968-69 and 1970-71, the averagehours of work of El are slightly longer in rural
areas which is contrary to our expectation that the hours of work would be lesser in
the rural areas.

Indirect Approach
Tables 5 and 6 present the basic data seriesused in the second approach. They

are: (1) gross national product by major industrial sectors, 1961 to 1974-75, in
constant (1959-60) Rupees; and (2) employment by major industrial sectors for the
same years. These data come from the standard official sources. The national
accounts data have been reconstituted for the years following 1972 and are
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Table 6

Employment by Major Sectors

Sectors

1. Agriculture, Forestry
2. Miningand ~uarrying
3. Manufacturing
4. Constmction

5. Electricity and Utilities
6. Commerce

7. Transportation, Storage
and Communications

8. Services

Not adequately described
Total Employed Persons
LFPR
UER

Total Population

W
N
W

Table 5 w
N
N

Gross National Product by Major Sectors:

1959-60

(MillionRupees)

Sectors 1961 1965 1966.67 1967-68 1968.69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1974-75

1. Agriculture 7,695 9,318. 9,829 10,982 11,478 12,574 12,188 12,611 13,074
2. Miningand Quarrying 81 133 133 137 141 157 156 159 181
3. Manufacturing 2;176 3,799 4,012 4,267 4,634 5,156 5,234 4,988 5,834
4. Constmction 612 1,079 1,039 1,037 1,317 1,357 1,390 1,163 1,754 c

5. - Electricityand Gas 99 197 207 224 251 632 741 780 949 S.

6. Commerce 2;15 1 3,440 3,621 3,754 4,020 4,45i 4,453 4,414 5,527 ::s

7. Transportand §
Communication 1,023 1,581 1,643 1,729 1,823 2,016 1,970 2,011 2,574

8. Banking and Insurance,
Rents, Services 2,336 2,807 2,917 3,021 3,130 3,281 3,425 3,579 5,130 r'"

9. Others 398 738 667 760 782 2,086 2,137 2,282 3,065
Total 16,771 23,092 24,068 25,911 27,576 32,302 32,329 32,627 38,088

Sources: 1961-71-72: PakistanEconomicSurvey,1973.74.StatisticalSection,p. 9.
1974-75: CSO,NationalAccounts,1973-74-1976-77,Karachi.1977. p.3.

1961 1965

number % number %

8,380 60.5 9,380 58.6
14 0.1 16 0.1

1,897 13.7 2,321 14.5
305 2.2 464 2.9

14 0.1 16 0.1

1,011 7.3 1,440 9.0

402 2.9 736 4.6
1,787 12.9 1,505 9.4

41 0.3 128 0.8

13,851 100.0 16,006 100.0
32.40 32.90
0.3 0.5

42,880 51,210

(thousands of persons)

1966-67 1967-68

number % number %

9,580 53.4 10,360 54.9
36 0.2 19 0,1

2,924 16.3 2,962 15.7
682 3.8 660 3.5

72 0.4 57 0.3 cs-
"<!.

2,027 1.3 2,076 11.0 (I)::s....

915 5.1 1,000 5.3 S.

1,686 9.4 1,679 8.9
i*

18 0.1 57 0.3

17,940 . 100.0 18,870 100.0
::s

33.43 33.91
0.7 0.6

54,028 55,986

Continued -
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1

consistent throughout. Gross rather than net national product has been used because
there is strong uncertainty connected with the depreciation estimates in the series.
The labour force data are derived from the eso Labour Force Surveysas explained
above, whose rates were then applied to the official Planning Divisionestimates of
population for the period. The 1961 labour force breakdown was taken from G.M.
Farooq's work [6], but the base labour force had to be adjusted upwards for consist.
ency with the higher population estimates for 1961 required by the quite high 1972
population census results. Given the level of aggregation of these data and the
numerous statistical problems, quite frankly it seems superfluous to worry about
further refining of the data. These are, by and large, the official series made as
consistent as possible with one another to permit us to obtain a look at sector-wise
productivity trends. Our results are presented in Table 7 - per employee gross

national product by major sector - and Table 8 - index of change in the per
employee grossnational products by major sectors.
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Discussionof Results
The gross output per worker in Pakistan evidently increased overallby almost

60 percent in the 15 years under consideration. This is an annual averagerate of
increase of some 3.1 percent. The series show clearly the economic disruption
caused by the upheavals of the early 1970s. Overall output per worker fell in
1970-71 and for most major sectors. There have also been substantial fluctuations
within some of the sectors from year to year but we cannot know which of these move-
ments are real and which are caused by problems in the data. For our purposes, the
trend by sector is important and this seems reasonably clear for most sectors, except
for otle.

Two sectors - manufacturing and services- show changesin output per worker
well above the overall average. These two grew at an average annual rate of
4.0 percent in the last 15 years. Both have experienced a moderate increase in
employment and fairly large increases in output. Thus, output per worker has gone
up sharply. (It should be understood that "service" in this grouping includes
banking, insurance, professional and public services. Many of the small-scaletradi-
tional service establishments are evidently counted in "trade and commerce". Thus,
"s~rvice" here appears as a "modern" sector.) The mining and quarrying sector
appears to present a problem of interpretation. Prior to 1969-70 its output per
worker and trend over time were comparable to the manufacturing and services
sectors. After 1970.71, however, employees rose much more rapidly than output
and the result is that output per worker has fallen below its 1961 figure. Here, too,
one suspects a definitional change or some problem in the underlying data may be
responsible. The Utilities Sector (Electricity, gas, etc.) shows great fluctuations over
the period and one is hesitant to say anything except that it is below what one might
expect of this "modem" sector. But, both utilities and mining are very small sectors,
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Table 7 w
N0\

Per Employee GrossNational Product
by Major Sectors (1959-60)

(Rupees)

Sectors 1961 1965 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1974-75

1. Agricultural 900 1,000 1,000 1,100 1,200 1,200 1,100 1,100 1,200
2. Miningand Quarrying 5,800 8,200 3,700 7,200 8,300 8,700 2,700 1,700 4,400
3. Manufacturing 1,200 1,600 1,400 1,400 1,700 1,900 1,900 2,100 2,100
4. Construction 2,000 2,300 1,500 1,600 2,100 1,900 2,100 1,800 2,100 <:)

c;)<
5. Electricity and Gas 7,100 12,300 2,900 3,900 3,700 8,800 13,200 10,100 9,300 S...
6. Commerce 2,200 2,400 1,800 1,300 2,300 2,500 2,200 2,300 2,500

<:)::s
7. Transport and §

Communication 2,500 2,100 1,800 1,700 2,200 2,300 2,100 2,200 2,600
8. Services,Rents 1,300 1,900 1,700 1,800 2,000 2,200 2,500 2,300 2,400

c;)<

[
Avemge* 1,200 1,400 1,300 1,400 1,600 1,800 1,700 1,700 1,900 -.

*Includes "all other" categories shown in Tables 1 and 2 but excluded from industry breakdown here.

Table 8

Index of Changein GrossNational Product per Employee
1961-1975 (1961 =100)

Average

Index of Change Annual

Sectors Percent
1961 1965 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1974-75 Change

Agriculture
122 133 1.92

§:
1. 100 111 III 122 133 133 122

2. Mining8.!ld
r&

Quarrying 100 143 64 124 143 150 47 29 76 -1.81 .§
0-

3. Manufacturing 100 133 117 117 142 158 158 175 175 3.8
:=

4. Construction 100 115 75 80 105 95 105 90 105 0.33 (II
::s

5. Electricity and
......
S.

Gas 100 173 41 55 52 124 186 142 131 1.82

6. Commerce 100 109 82 82 105 114 100 105 114 0.88

7. Transportation
i3'::s

and Communica--
tion 100 84 72 68 88 92 84 88 104 0.26

8. Rents and
Services 100 146 131 138 154 169 192 177 185 4.19

Total 100 117 108 117 133 150 142 142 158 3.10

w
N
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Summary of Indirect Approach

Thus, overall, the modern sectors in the last 15 years experienced risinglabour
productivity with increases in output being a function not only of change in employ-
ment but also of labour productivity.

The more traditional sectors, especially agriculture, have experienced roughly
static output per worker in the last 6 to 8 years.

This can be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, one could argue that these
sectors are "labour-constrained" and naturally grow in output only as much as
growth of labour input permits. In other words, the constraint on their growth is
not that of capital or of land but of labour, and if labour ~upplygrewmore rapidly
then so would their output [4;18]. Such an interpretation would be appropriate for
land-surplus labour-scarce economies which, we are told, still exist in Africa, but
it is difficult to accept this interpretation for Pakistan.

A second interpretation is that these data indicate that a substantial amount
of work sharing has been going on in these more traditional sectors. Instead of
allowing output growth to reflect itself in rising product per worker, such increases
have been absorbed by increasesin the employed work force. To put it another way,
in a growing economy, one might expect productivity to be rising. However, the
productivity is not rising since the economic structure is characterized by family
enterprise units. One could take this as an indirect evidence of absorption of the
incremental labour force by these sectors, even though the real contributions.of this
incremental labour force to output are small. In other words, the natural tendency
for output per worker to rise is offset by increasingnumber of workers, yielding the
roughly constant productivity trend observed. This view would lead us to conclude
that there has been a growing amount of underemployment in trade, construction
and agriculture in the last 10 years. But, as of 1974-75, this underemployment had
not yet led to absolute declines in the average product per worker, a step which
begins to threaten the standard of living of the more fully employed workers and
leads to a breakdown of further work-sharing and the emergence of open unemploy-
ment. Presumably, if and when continued labour force growth does exceed the
absorption capacity of these sectors, this will be announced, firstly, by a decline in
the average product per worker and, secondly, by an increase in the amount of open
measurableunemployment.

..

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

Both these approaches lead to the same conclusion. The present extent of
underemployment in Pakistan is small. It is concentrated mostly in traditional
family-organized production units in agriculture, trade and services where it is
very difficult to separate it out from deliberate short work-weeks because of sex-
age-specific characteristics, and non-work time demands of all sorts. Yet this is no
cause for optimism.

Pakistan is still largely a rural, agricultural, family-enterprise-oriented econo-
my. At most a third of the .employed labour force work in the "modern" sector
under conditions approximating a labour-market wage-bargainingsituation. Most of
the rest, in agriculture and trade, work within a family-basedeconomic unit. That is,
the "employees" qualify for employment in these enterprises by blood, marriage,
previous family interconnections and other customarily defmed family ties. As
Chayanov and others [5;15;18] have noted, it is the great strength of such
enterprises that they can accommodate the level of labour required (or used) to the
available family supply. Maximization of total output is not the important (at least,
not the only important) objective. Producing enough to provide a satisfactory level
of income and employment for all eligiblemembers of the family work force is also a
goal. The fact that in most peasant agricultural sectors large familiesproduce more
than small familieseven on equal plots ofland is a well.establishedfact.

The concentration of so much of "Pakistan's economically active population"
in sectors characterized by this form of economic organization leads to a greater
absorptive capacity and a greater flexibility in dealing with possible excess labour
force members than would be possible in a more purely market-oriented system.

What are the limits to this absorption by the household-enterprise sector of
new labour force entrants? .It can be shown that the process of ''work-sharing'' must
follow a certain orderly path consistent with simple micro-economic theory [15].
That is, with fixed land and/or capital, there exists an amount of labour input which
absolutely maximizes total output. We can accept, in the case of agriculture, the
Boserup contention that technology can, within limits, be changed by the farmer
when and as population pressure threatens to reduce output income per worker
[4] (the so-called "intensification" model) but there is a limit to this process. Under
''work-sharing'' this maximum labour requirement then gets divided up among the
members of the family labour force on some basis. Some may work more than "full-
time" (40 hours per week), others much less. But the inevitable conclusion is that if
the family work force grows, and the other inputs do not, then the average hours
worked per worker must fall. This, in fact, is the essenceof "work-sharing", which,
in turn, follows from familial "income-sharing". This same theory suggeststhat the
limits to such ''work-sharing'' are reached when no further sub-divisionof the tasks
is possible, when adding a fifth worker by reducing the hours worked by.the other

which means that minor changes in their employment/output series exert major
changesin these trends.

The more traditional sectors all show increases in output per worker below the
averageof the economy. Transportation, construction and commerce show, inJact,
almost no change in output per worker over 15 years. Agriculture, the largest sector,
shows a sharp increase in labour output in the period 1961 to 1968-69, but no
change since then.
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four causes disruption and reduced total output. At this point, even the family
"sharing" ethic breaks down. "Work-sharing" constituted "disguised" unemploy-
ment while the end of "work-sharing" leads to overt, measurable unemployment.
This point is evidently still ahead of Pakistan but not very far ahead when population
grows at 3.0 percent.
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